„Don’t moan but knock over capital!”
Classist Anarchist-Communist Festival
Organised by Gondolkodó Autonomous Bookshop

Saturday, 26.04.2014.
MÜSZI, Blaha Lujza tér 1.
Participation is free!
Program:

From 8.00 p.m.
Concerts as well as reading out of
classist texts.
Performers:
- Tojás: anarchist songs with guitar
play
- „Don’t moan but knock over
capital!” classist band (a trio
playing percussion and wind
instruments)
- Joao Gabriel (Brazilian anarchist
songs with guitar play)
- Sandor Cosmo Dus (UK,
anarcho-folk-punk songs with
guitar and accordion)

From 2.15 p.m.
- Indroduction of „The free school
of Robin Goodfellow (Puck)”: a
project for an antiauthoritariancommunitarian-revolutionary
education, against bourgeois
schooling. Play-fantasy-community
against alienation, for anarchist
communism. Presentation of the
project, discussion, community
building.
- Screening of a documentary movie
with Hungarian subtitles about
the Spanish anarchist „free school”
Paideia.
- „De te fabula narratur”: revolution
in the tale and through the tale.
Children’s program with live music,
activity and play.

From 11:30 p.m.

“Communism is for us not a state of affairs
which is to be established, an ideal to which
reality [will] have to adjust itself. We call
communism the real movement which
abolishes the present state of things. The
conditions of this movement result from the
premises now in existence.” (Marx-Engels: The
German Ideology.)

- The Snobs (anarcho-punk)
- Létrák (avantgarde)
- A-punk Band

During the festival, Gondolkodó
Bookshop distributes classist
publications. The bookshop has
Screening of classist movie:
been facing financial difficulties
- Dziga Vertov : Soviet Toys
for years. If you sympathize with
- Guy Debord : The Critique of
our activity and you have the
Separation
possibility, you can support the
- S.B. Grasso: El Empleo (The
bookshop financially. We will
Employment) - animation
“The philosophers have only interpreted the
put a collecting box for this goal.
- Kovács András: Encounters with
world, in various ways; the point is to change it.” Thanks!
Georg Lukacs 1-2.
(Karl Marx)
The screenings are followed by
public discussion.

From 4.30 p.m.

Long Live Communist World Revolution!!! Workers of the World, Unite!!!
facebook: https://www.facebook.com/gondolkodo.antikvarium
e-mail: gondolkodo@citromail.hu
website: gondolkodo.mypressonline.com

